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Computational Intelligence in Expensive Optimization Problems (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2010

	In modern science and engineering, laboratory experiments are replaced by high fidelity and computationally expensive simulations. Using such simulations reduces costs and shortens development times but introduces new challenges to design optimization process. Examples of such challenges include limited computational resource for simulation...
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The Facts on File Encyclopedia of Health And MedicineFacts on File, 2006
"The Facts On File Encyclopedia of Health and Medicine" is a comprehensive, four-volume reference perfect for a wide audience - from students to health professionals to lay readers - looking for reliable, accurate, accessible health information. Under direction of the Medical Advisory Review Panel, this authoritative, reference...
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Managing in the Email Office (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
Managing the Email Office is for all people who feel email is taking over their lives.  It provides practical help and guidance on how to manage both their own volume of email as well as their organization's.  It will enable you to develop winning ways with email and to re-claim some of those valuable resources which email...
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Complete Idiot's Guide to the Pilates MethodAlpha, 2001

	This book teaches the basics of the Pilates method of fitness, a whole body workout that strengthens the abs and back and straightens the posture. Practiced worldwide by dance companies, physical therapists, and health clubs, the method is especially good for pregnant women, for people who have special fitness needs because of chronic back...
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The Business Coaching Toolkit: Top 10 Strategies for Solving the Toughest Dilemmas Facing OrganizationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Discover the 10 best Coaching practices for solving problems and implementing change with clients—right away

Coaching works, there's no doubt about that. But the coaching industry is going through tremendous change that all professional coaches need to address.       

Equipping coaching professionals to stay on the...
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The Ultimate New York Body PlanMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Manhattan fitness trainer and wellness coach Kirsch (Sound Mind, Sound Body) has expertly sculpted the bodies of Naomi Campbell and Linda Evangelista and worked his fitness miracles on ABC's Extreme Makeover. Now he tends to readers seeking a fast way to slim down before that big wedding or bikini season. Normally, Hirsch says, he...
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Lean Software Development: An Agile Toolkit for Software Development ManagersAddison Wesley, 2003
Lean software development: applying agile principles to your organization
In Lean Software Development, Mary and Tom Poppendieck identify seven fundamental "lean" principles, adapt them for the world of software development, and show how they can serve as the foundation for agile development...
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The Real Sexy, Smart and Strong: 30 Tips to Boost Confidence, Get Fit and Feel Great, Inside and OutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	"My life’s passion is to connect people all over the world with their success potential. Patch’s book confirms just how smart exercise is—for your success and for keeping every part of your life in top condition. A must-read for everyone!"

	—Jack Canfield, Co-creator, of The Success...
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Quarantine with Protein: Protein-packed recipes less than 6 feet awayIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Stuck at home and need to eat? These recipes were curated with the full essence of 2020 quarantine life that will get you through anything. Whether that's meeting your nutritional goals or making all the delicious meals you enjoy going out for right at home, this book has got you covered regardless of whether you're in...
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Pa-Kua: Chinese Boxing for Fitness & Self-DefenseNorth Atlantic Books, 2003

	Originally published in 1967, Pa-Kua was the West’s first look into the esoteric Chinese martial arts. It has been a valued and sought after text ever since. It was put out of print in the 1970s, but since that time interest in the martial arts have continued to skyrocket. Pa-Kua gives an introduction to the little known...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: Essentials (Exam 220-601)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The logo of the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum (CAQC) program and the status of this or other training material as “Authorized” under the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum program signifies that, in CompTIA’s opinion, such training material covers the content of CompTIA’s related certification exam.

The...
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The Big Book of Healing Drinks: Juices, Smoothies, Teas, Tonics, and Elixirs to Cleanse and DetoxifySkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	Lose weight, fight sickness and disease, and gain energy with dozens of delicious drinks.

	

	The Big Book of Healing Drinks goes beyond The Healthy Juicer's Bible and The Healthy Smoothie Bible, the previous two books by Farnoosh Brock, by introducing new healing drinks such as elixirs, health...
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